
Fiido C11 - The TOP functional city

E-bike under $900
Fiido, a leading brand in the electric bicycle industry, is delighted to introduce its latest
offering, the Fiido C11.
The Fiido C11 is an upgraded version of the Fiido D4S. The D4S has gained recognition from
numerous users for its reliable quality and excellent riding experience. However, many users
have provided feedback regarding certain drawbacks such as the non-removable battery
and non-disc brakes. Taking into account these valuable suggestions, we have introduced
the classic city commuter eBike, the Fiido C11.
Please take a moment to explore further, as you will discover that we have carefully
considered the needs of every rider. Whether it's in terms of design, features, or price, we
have strived to provide a comprehensive solution. This is also Fiido's gift to users to celebrate
Fiido's 8th anniversary.

Affordable with multi-functions
Priced at an incredibly affordable $899, the Fiido C11 sets a new standard for value in the
eBike market. With its sleek design and attention to detail, this affordable city eBike allows
riders to make a statement while enjoying the convenience of electric mobility.
The Fiido C11 features a range of premium components, including a hydraulic brake system
that ensures precise and reliable stopping power, promoting safety on urban streets. The
bike is equipped with removable batteries, allowing for easy charging and extended riding
range, while the front suspension provides a comfortable and smooth ride on uneven
surfaces.
With a Shimano 6-speed gearing system, riders can effortlessly navigate various terrains,
adapting to their preferred level of assistance. The throttle trigger feature offers immediate
acceleration, eliminating the need for constant pedaling.
To enhance rider comfort, the Fiido C11 features an adjustable handlebar, allowing riders to
find their optimal riding position. The saddle, designed by Velo, ensures a comfortable and
enjoyable experience, even during long rides.
The LCD display on the Fiido C11 provides essential ride information, such as speed and
battery level. Additionally, the display incorporates a convenient USB charging function,
enabling riders to charge their mobile devices on the go. The tail light automatically
illuminates when the brakes are applied, enhancing visibility and safety in low-light
conditions.
For riders' convenience, the Fiido C11 comes equipped with a sturdy rear rack, providing
ample space for carrying belongings and essentials. Additionally, the bike features a super
loud horn, ensuring increased safety and effectively alerting pedestrians and vehicles.



What Fiido said about C11
"We are thrilled to present the Fiido C11, an eBike that embodies our brand's commitment to
style, affordability, and quality," said CTO Keven Wang at Fiido. "We believe that electric
mobility should be accessible to all, and the Fiido C11 delivers on that promise."
The Fiido C11 is now available for purchase, offering riders a stylish and affordable eBike
option that combines functionality with an eye-catching design. For more information about
Fiido and its range of products, please visit Fiido.com.

About Fiido:
Fiido is a reputable brand in the electric bicycle industry, dedicated to providing stylish and
affordable electric mobility solutions. With a focus on quality and design, Fiido aims to make
electric transportation accessible to riders around the world, offering a range of innovative
and reliable eBike options. Fiido listen attentively and combine it with its creativity and
supply chain expertise to create affordable products that mix artistry with practicality. This
mission consistently pushes Fiido forward. Fiido's dedication has led to rapid global growth,
making us the fastest-growing e-bike team. Let's kickstart this journey together, right here!

Main features:

Safety:

1. Hydraulic brake

2. The tail light automatically illuminates when brakes

3. A super loud horn

4. Following turning headlight

Technologies:

1. Fiido APP connection

2. Fiido’s exclusive full-color LCD display



Performance:

1. 500Wmotor, adjustable 5-mode auxiliary settings

2. Unlockable top speed up to 25mph(40km/h)

3. A 6-speed gearbox and shock absorbers inject confidence into any adventure

scene.

Structure:

1. Velo™ saddle custom-designed for city ebikes.

Tech Specs

Model Fiido C11

Color Green/White

Size（mm) 1820*670*1150

Tire size（Inch） CST 700*40C

Saddle Height (mm) 790-1050

Seat tube (mm) 450

Top Tube Length 605

Stack (mm) 676

Reach (mm) 398

Head tube (mm) 190

Wheelbase（mm） 1115

Standover Height (mm) 572

Weight (kg) 24.5

Max payload (kg) 120

Rider's age 16+

Rider's height 150cm(4.9') - 200cm(6.5')

Frame Material Aluminum

Front Shock Hydraulic with 40mm travel



Speed shift 6S

Brake Hydraulic Brake

Mode Power Assist+Throttle+Pedal

Motor
500W Permanent magnet brushless toothless motor

PAS 5

Preset Max Speed 15.5MPH (25km/h）

Max Speed after unlocked 24.9MPH (40km/h)

Full throttle range 55km

Power Assist range 90km

Drive Ratio 48T：14 - 28T

Operating Temp -10° ~50°

IP Rating (whole bike) IP54

Battery capacity (Wh) 500

For public relations or influencer inquiries, please contact pr@fiido.com
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